The LHCb Experiment and the RICH
The Pixel Hybrid Photon Detector (HPD)
• The RICHes use arrays of pixel HPDs to detect Cherenkov photons emitted by charged particles as they traverse the RICH radiator materials.
• The Cherenkov photons strike an S20 multialkali photocathode and liberate photoelectrons, which are accelerated through 20kV toward a pixellated silicon diode, where they create on average 5,000 electron-hole pairs. The diode is bump-bonded to a binary chip which reads out the resulting signal.
• All 550 HPDs manufactured by DEP-Photonis for LHCb underwent thorough quality assurance testing at two dedicated Photon Detector Test Facilities (PDTFs).
Quality Assurance for 550 HPDs
• The figures below show the performance of the entire sample of 550 HPDs in some of the parameters most crucial for successful physics performance of the RICH.
Photoelectron Detection Efficiency 1 0 c m
• The photoelectron detection efficiency η Si of the HPD pixel chip will be less than 100% due to charge sharing and backscattering effects at the silicon sensor.
• One can measure η Si by comparing the number of photoelectrons detected by the pixel chip to the number arriving at the sensor backplane.
Contract typical leakage current = 1000nA
Contract maximum dead pixels = 410
Contract maximum ion feedback probability = 1% Contract typical dark count = 5kHz/cm 2
• The average rate of dark count is a factor of 2,000 below the level which would affect the RICH physics performance.
• The mean photoelectron detection threshold and noise levels are 1064e -and 145e -respectively, resulting in a signal-to-noise ratio of (5,000 -1064)/145 = 27:1.
• Only 12 HPDs (2.2% of the sample) were judged unsuitable for use in the RICH, and were rejected.
Shown is the charge spectrum acquired at the HPD backplane. The spectrum is fitted using a custom-built function which finds the Poisson mean of the number of photoelectrons.
Example results from an HPD with η Si = (92±2)%. Note that η Si is independent of photon intensity (x-axis). The average η Si value across measured tubes is (94±2)% for a 50ns digital readout gate.
Pedestal has been subtracted away 5e -peak 4e -peak 3e -peak 2e -peak 1e -peak Laurence Carson (University of Glasgow) on behalf of the LHCb RICH collaboration
